The implementation and description of forna is divided into two parts: the interactive web application (Section 1.1) described in the main text as well as an additional section describing its use as reusable container for displaying RNA secondary structures on web pages (Section 1.2).
1.1 forna as a Web Application One of forna's key features is the ability to intuitively edit an RNA structure. Links between unpaired nucleotides are added by holding the shift key and dragging from one unpaired nucleotide to another. The structure is immediately updated along with the coloring. The recalculation is performed on the client ensuring lag-free updates. Unwanted links can be removed by holding 'shift' and clicking on them. If the user introduces a pseudoknot with new link, it is detected and added as a force-less link. 
Visualizing a PDB File
PDB files store information about the 3D positions of each atom in a molecule as determined by structural biology methods such as X-Ray crystallography or NMR. While packed with information, they can be difficult to interpret without in-depth knowledge of the structure in question. Extracting the secondary structure requires the use of intermediate programs such as MC-Annotate 2.
More recently, rnapdbee 1 has been developed as a web service to extract and display secondary structure from PDB files. The resulting images, however, are static and wedded to the layout provided by the visualization tool as well as the secondary structure present in the PDB file. forna extends this functionality by allowing users to input a PDB file and displaying an interactive representation that can be explored and manipulated. Furthermore, forna includes information about protein interactions (an interaction in this case denoting the presence of a nucleotide and an amino acid within 2.8 Å of each other). Figure 2 displays the visualization of a Bacterial Ribonuclease P Holoenzyme in Complex with a tRNA. Immediately evident are the interactions between the ribozyme and the 5' and 3' ends of the tRNA as well as the T ΨC loop. A protein is seen interacting with the large junction and one of the interior loops of the ribozyme.
It should be noted that due to computational constraints, we set a limit of 2MB for the maximum size of a PDB file that can be uploaded. Users wishing to Figure 1 : Drawing an RNA from an open configuration using forna. This sequence illustrates how one can draw a particular secondary structure and goes from left to right, top to bottom. Each arc represents the newly added basepair, which is added by shift-clicking on an unpaired nucleotide and dragging to a target nucleotide. In the last column of the third row, a link is removed by holding shift and clicking on the link. In the final step, a pseudoknotted interaction is detected and the resulting link is force-less. visualize larger molecules are encouraged to download and run the forna server locally.
Probing Data
Overlaying chemical probing data on a secondary structure gives researchers an informative perspective of where highly reactive regions lie. In the examples in Figure 3 , it is clear that the probing data is consistent with the given secondary structure insofar as the highly reactive regions are unpaired whereas the paired regions exhibit lower reactivity. The example serves to showcase the ease with which probing data can be overlayed onto a given structure. The input sequence and structure for the molecule on the left of Figure 3 are as follows: (((((...((((((.........) ) ))))........ ((((((.......) )))))..)))))))))........ ((((((.....)))) 
Arbitrary Coloring
It is often useful to color certain nucleotides a particular color to illustrate a region of interest. Figure 4 demonstrates how one can supply coloring information for specific ranges of nucleotides. The secondary structure in this example is extracted from the tertiary structure of the Ternary S-Domain Complex of Human Signal Recognition Particle (PDB ID). The coloring is entered by clicking on the 'Colors' drop-up, clicking 'Set' and then pasting the following text:
18-57:red 64-110:blue
Kissing Hairpins
One often needs to depict the interaction between two molecules. Figure 5 shows two small molecules interacting via a kissing hairpin interaction. It should be noted that this is difficult to display when the interactions are longer than a few nucleotides due to the layout constraints. Nevertheless, for shorter interactions, adding artificial links can provide an adequate view of where molecules interact. For this example, the following fasta sequences were entered in the 'Add Molecule' dialog: 
>a UCAAAUGAGCUACUCACGUAGCUCAUCCUU >b CGAUAUGAGCUACGUGAGUAGCUCAUUGGU
The secondary structures are automatically predicted using RNAfold. The basepair nearest the hairpin is artificially broken (using 'shift'-click), and extra links are added between nucleotides 13,14,15,16 and 14,15,16,17.
Pseudoknots
Pseudoknots are detected in the input structure using a greedy algorithm which always marks the most nested base pairs as pseudoknots. These nested base pairs are then added as strength-less links and removed from the rest of the structure. Figure 6 shows two examples of structures with pseudoknots, one input as a pdb file (group II intron, PDB ID: 4FAW, left) and the other input from a dotbracket representation (corresponding to an adenine riboswitch). The dotbracket string for generating the structure on the right is shown below. Note the two different types of brackets used ('()' and '[]') in order to denote nested nucleotides. Other brackets such as '{}' and '<>' can also be used to denote multiply nested pairs. ((((((..((((((...[[[...) )))))......). ((((((..]] ]..))))))..))))))))) 
Circular RNA
RNA usually exists as a single strand with distinct 5' and 3' ends, but it can also be found as a circular molecule. Such molecules have been ligated at their 5' and 3' ends and thus have no external loops. These can be displayed using forna (Figure 7 ) by appending an asterisk to the end of the dot-bracket string. (((((.....(((((((....)) ).))))....))))))((((.. ...)))).. (((((.......) ))))(( (((((...........) ))))))..)))..)))) ...)))..*
forna as a Javascript Viewing Container
The web-application version of forna described in the main text relies on a server to calculate an initial layout which is then refined by the force-directed layout calculation. It provides an interface for adding and removing structures as well as for changing the coloring and the display parameters. There are, however, other applications where one may simply want to display a structure without allowing the user to display their own or to change coloring. This is often the case when one wants to share structures online, as for example, from a secondary structure prediction server. To accommodate this need, we provide an independent javascript container which is completely decoupled from the back-end server. The initial calculated layout is simpler, and features such as displaying a PDB file (which require server-side annotation) are disabled, but other features such as panning, zooming and dragging can be enabled using specific parameters.
The container is available as its own repository (called fornac: for fornat container), and can be instantiated using only a few lines of javascript code. While the specifics of the API are detailed in the online documentation at https://github.com/pkerpedjiev/fornac, The general pattern for use is shown in the example web page below:
<!DOCTYPE html> <meta charset="utf-8"> This is an RNA container. <div id='rna_ss'> </div> This after the RNA container. container.addRNA(options.structure, options); </script>
The two key features of the example are the div to contain the forna container and the javascript at the bottom which populates it with an RNA sequence, secondary structure and some optional parameters. The resulting web page can be seen in Figure 8 where a visualization of the RNA secondary structure appears without the need to first create a static image or call a java library.
